In this paper, we consider the maximum likelihood estimator for the reliability function for the kumaraswamy exponential distribution based on upper record values. Exact interval estimation for reliability function is conducted. Simulations study are conducted to investigate the theoretical results.
Introduction
In the reliability literature, the stress-strength term refers to a component which has a random strength X and is subject to a random stress Y . The component fails if the stress applied to it exceeds the strength, while the component works whenever Y < X. Thus, R = P (Y < X) is a measure of component reliability. Stress-strength models have attracted many statisticians for many years due to their applicability in different and diverse areas such as engineering, economics, quality control and, in the last thirty years, there have been numerous applications to medical problems and clinical trials (e.g. Gupta and Gupta, 1990 , Adimari and Chiogna, 2006) and to behavioral and educational studies (Klein and Moeschberger, 2003) where left-truncated models are applied. The reliability and its estimation have been well studied under different distributional assumptions on X and Y . Kotz et al. (2003) provide an excellent review of theory and applications in this area.
Record values and associated statistics are of great interest in several reallife applications involving weather, economic, sports data "Olympic records or world records in sport" and life test. Also in industry, it might be interesting to determine the minimum failure stress of the products sequentially. The statistical study of record values started with Chandler (1952) , he formulated the theory of record values as a model for successive extremes in a sequence of independently and identically random variables. Feller (1966) gave some examples of record values with respect to gambling problems. Resnick (1973) discussed the asymptotic theory of records. Theory of record values and its distributional properties have been extensively studied in the literature, for example, see, Resnick (1987) , Ahsanullah (1995) , Nagaraja (1988) Let {X n , n ≥ 1} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables with cumulative distribution function (cdf) F (x) and the corresponding (pdf) f (x). Set Y n = max(X 1 , X 2 ..., X n ), n ≥ 1. We say X i is a record value of {X n } if Y j > Y j−1 . Thus the record values are the relative maxima of the sequence. By definition, X 1 is a record value. The random variables U (0) = 1 and U (m) = min{j : j > U (m − 1), X j > X U (m−1) }, are called the upper record times, and the sequence {U (m), m > 0} is called the sequence of upper record times and the sequences R m = X U (m) is called the sequences of upper record values.
Let R 0 , R 1 , ..., R m be the first (m + 1) th upper record values from the distribution function F (x; θ) and pdf f (x; θ), then the density function of the upper record values, was found in Ahsanullah (1995) as follows 
Adepoju and Chukwu (2015) defined the Kumaraswamy exponential distribution as follows
where λ > 0 is a scale parameter and the other positive parameters, a and b are shape parameters. The corresponding pdf and hazard rate function are
respectively. In this paper considers statistical inference for R = P (Y < X) when the observed data X and Y are drawn from independent Kw-E distribution based on upper record values. there are some works on R on the basis of record data. For generalized exponential distribution, Baklizi (2008a) compared likelihood and Bayesian estimation of stress-strength parameter using lower record values. Also, in the one and two-parameter exponential distribution, Baklizi (2008b) estimated P (Y < X) based on record values .Nadar and Kizilaslan (2014) used maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches to obtain the estimation of P (Y < X) based on a set of upper record values from Kumaraswamy distribution.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive the maximum likelihood estimator for the reliability function R of the Kumaraswamy exponential distribution based on upper record values. In Section 3, we obtain the exact interval estimation for the reliability function R of the Kw-E distribution based on upper records when the scale parameter λ and shape parameter a are known. Simulation study are obtained for the theoretical results in Section 4. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 5.
Maximum Likelihood Estimator for the Reliability Function
Let X and Y be independent random variables from (Kw-E) distribution (1.3) with parameters (a, λ, b 1 ) and (a, λ, b 2 ) respectively. The stress-strength reliability function R is given by 
and
where r = (r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n ), s = (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ). Let ϕ = (a, λ, b 1 , b 2 ), the joint likelihood and the joint log likelihood is given by
respectively. The maximum likelihood estimators of b 1 , b 2 , a and λ, say b 1 , b 2 , a and λ respectively, can be obtained as a solution of
from (2.6) and (2.7) we get
ln T a, λ, r n , (2.10)
Also a, and λ can be obtained as a solution of the following nonlinear equations
T a, λ, r n ln T a, λ, r n
After, a and λ are obtained, b 1 , and b 2 can be obtained from Equations (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. Therefore the maximum likelihood estimator of R is given as
3 Interval Estimation for the Reliability Function when λ and a are Known
In this case we consider without loss of generality that the scale parameter λ = λ 0 , and a = a 0 . Therefore, the R 0 , R 1 , R 2 , ..., R n be a set of upper records from Kw-E distribution with parameters (a 0 , λ 0 , b 1 ) and S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m be independent set of upper record from Kw-E distribution with parameters (a 0 , λ 0 , b 2 ), then the maximum likelihood estimators for b 1 , and b 2 , say b 11 , and b 21 , respectively, are given from the following equations
1)
and the maximum likelihood estimator for the reliability function is given by
To study the the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator for R 1 , we must obtain the distribution of b 11 and b 21 . Consider
, one can show that the probability distribution of Z 1 is recognized as the inverted gamma distribution with parameters (n+1) and (n+1)b 1 . From the properties of the inverted gama we show that
has a chi-square distribution with 2(n + 1) degrees of freedom. Similarly
has inverted gamma distribution with parameters (m + 1) and (m + 1)b 2 and
has a chisquare distribution with 2(m + 1) degrees of freedom. Now since the random variables Z 1 and Z 2 are independent, then one can show that
Therefore, after some simple argument we can show that the distribution of
, where F 2(m+1),2(n+1) is F-distribution with 2(m + 1) and 2(m + 1) degrees of freedom. Based on the sampling distribution of R 1 , and after some transformation 100(1 − α)% confidence interval for the stress strength reliability function for the Kw-E distribution based on upper record values is (L, U ) where.
Simulation Study
In this section our purpose to render numerical analysis for average mean square error AMSE of MLE and confidence intervals (C.I) for reliability function R. The software package MathCAD (2001) is used for the simulation study. The following steps are considered 1-Generate N = 10000 sets of uniform (0,1) random variables, then use the usual transformation technique to get the corresponding sets of X-samples from the Kw-E distribution with parameters a, λ, b 1 . 2-Choose from each vector the first (n + 1), n= 2, 4, 6 upper record values r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n . 3-By the same manner, the set of Y -samples from the Kw-E distribution and the first (m + 1), m= 2, 4, 6 upper record values s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n for different values of a, λ and b 2 .are selected. 4-The validity of the estimate of R is discussed by measures the average mean square error of the estimate and the average confidence interval of the estimate. 5- Tables 1 to 4 contains the following i) Different combinations of the sample sizes and the distribution parameters. ii) Simulation results for the maximum likelihood estimators R and R 1 for the reliability function R iii) The average mean square error (AMSE) for the MLE of R and R 1 iv) The 95% and 99% confidence interval for the reliability function R and the average probability interval length Table ( 
Conclusion
In this paper the estimation problem of the stress-strength reliability R = P (Y < X) when X and Y are independent Kw-E distribution based on upper record values are discussed. The MLE and the confidence interval for reliability function are obtained. We have presented a simulation study, and observed the following results: 1-For fixed values n the AMSE is decreases when m increases, also for fixed m the AMSE decreases when n increases. 2-The length of the confidence interval is decreases when n or m increases.
